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INTRODUCTION TO PACKET RADIO - PART 4 - by Larry Kenney, WB9LOZ 
 

USING DIGIPEATERS AND NODES: 
 

DIGIPEATERS: 

Digipeater is the term used to describe a packet radio digital repeater.  

Unlike the FM voice repeaters, most digipeaters operate on simplex and do not receive and transmit simul-

taneously.  They receive the digital information, temporarily store it and then turn around and retransmit it.  

Your TNC can be used by others as a digipeater if you have the command DIGIPEAT turned ON. 

 

You use a digipeater by entering its callsign after a V or VIA in your connect sequence.  Here are some 

examples of proper connect sequences: 

C W6PW-3 V WB9LOZ-2 

C N6ZYX V WA6FSP-1,WD6EOB-3 

C W6ABY-4 V K6MYX,N2WLP-2,AB6XO 

In the first example, the sequence shown means: Connect to W6PW-3 via the WB9LOZ-2 digipeater. 

 

Your TNC will allow you to enter up to eight digipeaters in your connect sequence or in your UNPROTO 

path, but using more than 3 usually means long waits, lots of repeated packets and frequent disconnects, due 

to noise and other signals encountered on the frequency. 

When entering the list of digipeaters in your connect sequence, you must make sure that you enter them in 

the exact order that your signal will use them.  You must separate the calls by commas, without any spaces, 

and the EXACT callsigns must be used, including the SSID, if any.  That means you need to know what 

digipeaters are out there before you begin randomly trying to connect to someone.  Turn MONITOR ON 

and watch for the paths that other stations are using. 

 

Something to remember when using digipeaters is the difference between making a connection and sending 

information packets.  If the path isn't all that good, you might be able to get a connect request through, but 

will have a difficult time with packets after that.  The connect request is short so it has much less of a 

chance of being destroyed by noise or collisions than a packet containing information.  Keeping information 

packets short (PACLEN set to 40 or less) can help keep retries down when the path is less than ideal. 

 

NODES: 

Net/Rom, The Net, G8BPQ packet switch and KA-Node are names that refer to a device called a packet 

node.  This is another means of connecting to other packet stations.  Later on in this series you'll find a 

complete review of node operation, but for now we'll cover the basics so that you can begin to use the node 

network.  The difference between a digipeater and a node that you should note here is that you connect to a 

node rather than using it in a connect path as you do with a digipeater.  Some packet stations are set  up so 

that they can be used as a digipeater and as a node. 

 

First, you need to determine what nodes are located close to you.  You can do this by monitoring and 

watching for an ID, or by watching to see what other stations in your area are using.  It is most common for 

a node to have an alias ID in addition to its callsign.  Once you determine the callsign or alias of a local 

node, you connect to it the same way as you connect to any other packet station.  You may use either the 

callsign or the alias to make the connection.  For example, the node I operate has the alias ID 

of BERKLY and the callsign of WB9LOZ-2, so you could connect to it using  C BERKLY or  

C WB9LOZ-2.  Either one will work. 

 

When you connect to a node, your TNC automatically switches to converse mode, just like when you con-

nect to any packet station.  Anything you now type is sent to the node as a packet, and the node acknowl-

edges each packet back to your TNC.  For the remainder of your connection your TNC works only 

with this one node. 

 

To use the node network to connect to another local station, you simply connect to the node and then enter a 

connect request to the other station. Say you wanted to connect to K9AT using the WB9LOZ-2 node.  You 

first connect to WB9LOZ-2 (C WB9LOZ-2) and then, while you ARE STILL CONNECTED 

TO THE NODE, you enter the connect request to K9AT (C K9AT).   

The node will then retransmit your connect request and you'll receive one of two responses: "Connected to  



 

K9AT" or "Failure with K9AT".  Once you are connected you hold your QSO just as if you had connected  

direct or via a digipeater.  When your QSO is finished, go to command mode on your TNC  

(Control C) and enter "D" (CR) and you will be disconnected from the node and the station you were working. 

 

Some nodes have a BYE command available for disconnecting.  You can get a list of available commands from 

any node by sending a question mark.  All of the node commands will be covered in detail later in this series. 

 

(NOTE: If the node you're using is a G8BPQ packet switch, it might have several frequency ports.  You'll have 

to enter a port number between the C and the callsign in your connect request to indicate the frequency you 

want to use, such as: C 2 K9AT.  Enter "PORTS" for a list of the frequency ports.) 

 

NODE NETWORK: 

The packet nodes work together to form a packet node network.  Once an hour each node transmits a list of 

other nodes that it knows about.  The neighboring nodes use this information to keep track of the other nodes 

in the network.  We will discuss how all of this works later on in the series. 

 

When you're connected to a node you can enter: NODES (or N) <CR> and you'll receive a list of other nodes 

that you can reach on the network from the node you're using.  You'll note that the node list will vary in 

length and in the calls listed as you move from frequency to frequency, since all frequencies are not linked to-

gether.  The list gives both an alias ID and a callsign for each node.  The alias ID often gives you a hint as to 

where the node is located, but not always.  To find out for sure where a node is located you'll need to get a copy 

of the descriptive node listings that are available on most packet bulletin board systems. These complete lists 

give the alias, callsign, location, frequency and other information on each node in the network. 

 

To connect to a station in another area using the node network you first must determine which node is closest to 

the station you want to work.  For demonstration purposes, let's say we want to connect to N6XYZ.  He's told 

you he uses the W6ABC-3 node, so you check the node list and see that GOLD:W6ABC-3 is listed.  

 WHILE YOU ARE STILL CONNECTED TO YOUR LOCAL NODE 

you connect to the distant node by sending a normal connect request, in this case C GOLD or C W6ABC-3.  

Your TNC will send this as a packet to your local node and your local node will acknowledge it.  The network 

will then go to work for you and find the best path between your local node and the one you're trying to reach.  

Remember, with digipeaters you needed to know the exact sequence of stations.  With nodes you don't.  The 

network does that for you. 

 

You might have to be a little patient here, since it sometimes takes a few minutes for the connection to be com-

pleted.  Don't type anything while you're waiting for a response because any new information received by your 

local node will override any previously entered information.  When the network has completed its work you'll 

receive one of two responses: 

"Connected to W6ABC-3"  OR  "Failure with W6ABC-3".  If it can't connect for some reason, try again later.  

It could be that W6ABC-3 is temporarily off the air or the path has decayed and is no longer available.  We're 

going to be positive here and say we received the first option. 

 

Once you're connected to W6ABC-3, enter "C N6XYZ".  Again, your TNC will send this as a packet to your 

local node and the local node will acknowledge it and send it down the path to W6ABC-3.  W6ABC-3 will 

then attempt to connect to N6XYZ.  Here again you'll get one of the two responses:  

"Connected to N6XYZ"  OR  "Failure with N6XYZ".  If you get connected, you hold your QSO just as you 

normally would, but there's one BIG difference -- your TNC is receiving acknowledgements from your local 

node, and N6XYZ is receiving acknowledgements from W6ABC-3.   

The acknowledgements do not have to travel the entire distance between the two end stations.  Each node in the 

path handles the acknowledgement with the next node in line.  Because of this, retries are greatly reduced, and 

your packets get through much faster than when using a similar number of digipeaters. 

 

When you're finished with the QSO, you disconnect in the normal manner. Use the BYE command, if avail-

able, or go to Command Mode on your TNC and  enter "D" <CR>.  The entire path will disconnect for you 

automatically. Nodes offer a variety of other features besides allowing you to connect to other stations.  We'll 

look at those and go into much more detail on the packet network in parts 10 and 11 of this series. 

 To be continued in Part 5 
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Power Supply information supplied by 

 Phil ZS2NP 

It is usually quiet normal for these power supplies to 

provide 8amps at +12 volts.  

The 5 volts supply could be as high as  20 amps 

WARNING  These power supplies can Kill. Do Not touch the heat sinks, they are not 

earthed and usually float to whatever voltage it wishes.          DEAD IS FOREVER 

       DANGER  DANGER  DANGER 
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Here is a wiring diagram of PCs power supply of  DTK company. This power supply has ATX design and 

200W performance. This power supply circuit uses chip TL494. Similar circuit is used in  most power     

supplies with output power about 200W.   Device use push-pull transistor circuit with regulation of output voltage. 

200 WATT ATX SWITCH-MODE POWER SUPPLY 

Line voltage goes through input filter circuit (C1, R1, T1, C4, T5) to the bridge rectifier. When voltage is 

switched from 230V to 115V, then rectifier works like a doubler. 

Varistors Z1 and Z2 have overvoltage protect function on the line input. 

Thermistor NTCR1 limits input current until capacitors C5 and C6 are charged. R2 and R3 are only for dis-

charge capacitors after disconnecting power supply. When power supply is connected to the line voltage, then 

they first  charged capacitors C5 and C6 together for about 300V. 

Then take secondary power supply is controlled by transistor Q12 and on his output will be voltage. Behind the 

voltage regulator IC3 will be voltage 5V, which goes in to the motherboard and it is necessary for turn-on logic 

and for "Wake on something" functions. 

Next unstabilized voltage goes through diode D30 to the main control chip IC1 and control transistors Q3 and 

Q4. When main power supply is running, then this voltage goes from +12V output through diode D. 

Stand-By mode 

In stand-by mode is main power supply  is blocked by positive voltage on the PS-ON pin through resistor R23 

from secondary power supply. Because this voltage is opened transistor Q10, which opens Q1, which applies 

reference voltage +5V from pin 14 IO1 to pin 4 IO1. Switched circuit is totally blocked. Transistors Q3 and Q4 

are both opened and short-circuit winding of auxiliary transformer T2. Due to short-circuit is no voltage on the 

power circuit. By voltage on pin 4 we can drive maximum pulse-width on the IO1 output. Zero voltage means 

the highest pulse-width. +5V means that pulse disappear. 

Now we can explain function of running power supply. 

Somebody pushes the power button on computer. Motherboard logic put to ground input pin PS-ON. Transistor 

Q10 closes and next Q1 closes. Capacitor C15 begins his charging through R15 and on the pin 4 IC1 begins 

decrease voltage to zero thanks to R17. Due to this voltage is  maximum pulse-width continuously increased 

and main power supply smoothly goes run. 

In a normal operation  power supply is controlled by IC1. When transistors Q1 and Q2 are closed, then Q3 and 

Q4 are opened. When we want to open one from power transistors (Q1, Q2), then we have to close his exciting 

transistor (Q3, Q4). Current goes via R46 and D14 and one winding T2. This current excite voltage on base >>                                                                                                      



Continued 

transistor and due to positive feedback transistor goes quickly to saturation. When the impulse is  

finished, then both exciting transistors goes to open. Positive feedback disappears and overshoot on the excit-

ing winding quickly closes power transistor. After it is process repeated with second  transistor. Transistors 

Q1 and Q2 alternately connects one end of primary winding to positive or negative voltage. Power branch 

goes from emitter of Q1 (collector Q2) through the third winding of exciting transformer T2. 

 Next through primary winding of main transformer T3 and capacitor C7 to the virtual center of supply  

voltage. 

Output voltage stabilization 

Output voltages +5V and +12V are measured by R25 and R26 and their output goes to the IC1. Other volt-

ages are not stabilized and they are justified by winding number and diode polarity. On the output is neces-

sary    reactance coil due to high frequency interference. 

This voltage is rated from voltage before coil, pulse-width and duration cycle. On the output behind the  

rectifier diodes is a common coil for all voltages. When we keep direction of windings and winding number       

corresponding to output voltages, then coil works like a transformer and we have compensation for irregular 

load of individual voltages. 

In a common practice are voltage deviations to 10% from rated value. From the internal 5-V reference  

regulator (pin 14 IC1) goes reference voltage through the voltage divider R24/R19 to inverting input (pin 2) 

of error   amplifier. From the output of power supply comes voltage through divider R25,R26/R20,R21 to the 

non   inverting input (pin) 

1). Feedback C1, R18 provides stability of regulator. Voltage from error amplifier is compared to the ramp 

voltage across capacitor C11. When the output voltage is decreased, then voltage on the error amplifier is to 

decreased. Exciting pulse is longer, power transistors Q1 and Q2 are longer opened, width of pulse before   

output coil is grater and output power is increased. The second error amplifier is blocked by voltage on the 

pin 15 IC1. 

Power Good 

Main board needs "Power Good" signal. When all output voltages goes to stable, then Power Good signal 

goes to +5V (logical one). Power Good signal is usually connected to the RESET signal. 

+3.3V Voltage stabilization 

Look at circuit connected to output voltage +3.3V. This circuit makes additional voltage stabilization due to 

loss of voltage on cables. There are one auxiliary wire from connector for measure 3.3V voltage on           

motherboard. 

Overvoltage circuit 

This circuit is composed from Q5, Q6 and many discrete components. Circuit guards all of output voltages 

and when the some limit is exceeded, power supply is stopped. For example when I by mistake short-circuit -

5V with +5V, then positive voltage goes across D10, R28, D9 to the base Q6. This transistor is now opened 

and opens Q5. +5V from pin 14 IC1 comes across diode D11 to the pin 4 IC1 and power supply is blocked.       

Beyond that goes voltage again to base Q6. Power supply is still blocked, until he is disconnected from 

power line   input. 
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Pin      Signal      Color 1     Color 2     Pin     Signal         Color 1      Color 2 

1        3.3V        orange         violet     11            3.3V       orange          violet 

2        3.3V        orange         violet     12           -12V            blue            blue 

3        GND          black          black     13          GND          black         black 

4            5V             red             red      14       PS_ON         green           grey 

5         GND         black         black      15          GND          black         black 

6            5V             red             red      16          GND          black         black 

7        GND          black         black      17          GND          black         black 

8     W_OK           grey        orange     18             -5V          white         white 

9      5V_SB         violet         brown     19              5V             red             red 

10         12V        yellow        yellow      20              5V             red             red 

END 
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The New South African broadcast system is nearly here. This will help you choose your new TV. 

Title       :TV systems & displays      By G8MNY                                 
 FORMATS 

In 20 years has not seen a much change really, it used to be 1250 line (1150 visible) @ 100Hz frame per  

second rate 16:9 format, to be sort of comparable with 625 line PAL (575 visible lines) being 8x that data 

rate. But the new versions (4 of them) made to be USA friendly, are worse. The best is only 1080 visible 

lines @ 25 F/S & the worst 720 lines at 25/50 F/S there are (P) progressive update formats of both types to 

improve visible motion by keeping interlaced frames (time) separate, this overcomes most of the smooth 

 motion problems but keep the high compression systems. 

 

For TRUE "HDTV" large displays capable of full resolution are needed, as the normal eye can only perceive 

1 min of arc. So for a screen of 1080 visible lines you need to see this as 18ø tall by the eye.  If your sight is 

worse than perfect then you well need to be even closer than the distances below. Note many screen are 

"HDTV Ready" this means they are only plug compatible & may not be capable of displaying an improved 

picture definition at all! See the Pixels per line it needs to be at least as good as the HDTV source is.  

 

SCREEN SIZE 

Here are the MAXIMUM viewing distance to "just" see the detail of a pixel.. 

 

 Display Diagonal  9"  14"  21"  28"  30"  33"  37"  40"  42"  50"  Factor 

 380 Line  4:3 405 Old 48" 75" 112"                                      5.35 

 480 Line  4:3 525 USA 60" 86"  90" 120"                                 4.29 

 575 Line  4:3 625     32" 50"  75" 100" 107" 118" 132" 143"             3.57 

 575 Line  16:9 625    26" 41"  61"  82"  88"  97" 108" 117" 123" 146"   2.92 

 720 Line  16:9                 47"  65"  70"  78"  86"  93"  98" 117"   2.33 

1080 Line 16:9                 33"  43"  46"  51"  57"  62"  65"  77"   1.55 

 

So to appreciate what HD offers, you really do need a big screen & sit close up to it, otherwise you're 

 wasting your time & money. Example: If your upgrading from say a 21" 4:3 TV you view at 6ft, to a 16:9 

HDTV at the same distance you will need a huge 50" screen! 

 

The original HD trial CRT TVs of 20 years ago were a maximum of 30" & weighed in at a heavy 185kg, & 

unless you had double door  access on the ground floor, you weren't getting one! 

 

Note that many modern displays can't actually reproduce the definition, even though they are marked/sold as 

"HD ready"! That just means they have a compatible connector & software that can either degrade definition 

or zoom in missing the edges, that is all! 

 

SCREEN/TV TYPES 

There are 5 types all with their problems... 

 1/ CRT. Heavy & bulky. A fluorescent phosphor determines the colour per dot, illuminate by 3 fast scanned 

electron guns via a shadow mask that remove 75% of the beam (& power) & generally half of the phosphor 

light is lost into the tube giving over all transfer efficiency less than 12% ! 

  Phosphor dots & line structure often cause moiré patters on well focused tubes!  Gamma correction is  

transmitted for CRT characteristics so the maker does  not have to bother with the correction curve.  When 

new they give very good bright picture (1000 Cd/M^2) with good  definition, but age to give blurred high-

lights 

 and sometimes burnt screen areas. Sharp focus often variable over screen. Lifetime good 20,000 hrs, if the 

QRO 16:9 LOPTY stage does not fail!  Colours can change with age/magnets. Good viewing angle, but nor-

mally a curved screen! Some tubes are blackened to help see blacks in strong room lighting. 

 Quite high QRM @ multiples of line freq & from SMPSU. 

    

 

Continued >> 
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 2/ LCD Panel. Has very high levels of back fluorescent lights needed all the time, as only about  

10% of light entering the panel can get through to the front. 

 The light is polarized (60% loss) the LCD cell were (10% more is lost), then another polarizer & then the 

colour filter (75% loss) /pixel. 

 LCDs are well known for slow response (motion drag) due to slow cells some are faster nowadays but not 

all! Imperfect polarization nulling results in poor blacks  this is viewing angle related, the good contrast fig-

ures often quoted are only for 1 viewer! The gamma curve is often poor due to the non linear polarization 

nulling  process in the LCD cells, which can effect true colour rendition. Pixilated screens are always sharp! 

LCDs can't normally get picture burn ins. 

 Standard conversion to the screen format may produce poorer moving pictures than expected. Also picture 

delay resulting in lip sync problem on some sources.  Brightness limited to about 500Cd/M^2 max.  

Susceptible to random pixel /addressing (stripe) failure. Tube failure & UV degradation of the polarizer's. 

 QRM fairly high from large screen address wires radiating, & lamp SMPS. 

 

 3/ PLASMA Panel. Like CRT, a fluorescent phosphor determines the colour, illuminate by a UV from a 

Mercury arc as in a fluorescent tube lamp but per  pixel. Most of the light produced leaves the front of the 

screen, but drivers can be inefficient. Some artifacts can be visible if you scan your eyes fast as the pixels are 

not on continuously. Lifetime dependent on brilliance but around the life of the average CRT nowadays. 

Viewing angle very good, good real contrast figures. Pixilated screens are always sharp! Like CRTs it can 

easily get picture burn in if bright static picture is left on for hours. Displays have anti burn strategies to re-

duce the chance of this. Colours are VERY true, as there is no gamma correction needed & brightness 

much higher the LCD displays about 1500 Cd/M^2. Screen is quite delicate, much more so than a heavy 

CRT, also must be kept vertical for transport because of this! 

 Standard conversion to the screen format may produce poorer moving pictures than expected. Also picture 

delay resulting in lip sync problem on some sources. 

 Susceptible to random addressing (stripe) failure. QRM high from power in large screen address wires radi-

ating & SMPSU. 

 

4/  LCD Projection. These need very bright white light from expensive Xenon arc lamp lifetime up to 6000 

hrs for under run lamps. (2000 on some projectors)  N.B. these lamps can explode. The light is split into 3 

colours with mirrors, feed the a polarizer, LCD tile & a 2nd polarizer per colour, before being recombined in 

a colour splitting prism (optical block) & then to the projection lens. Incident light a real problem for black 

on all projection screen systems.    The gamma curve is often poor due  to the non linear polarization nulling 

process in the LCD cells, which can effect true colour rendition. Standard conversion to the screen format 

may produce poorer moving pictures  than expected. Also picture delay resulting in lip sync problem on 

some sources. 

Susceptible to random pixel /addressing (stripe) failure. Also due to heat & UV failure/damage of LCD tiles 

& polarizing filters in the optical block. 

Due to optics focus etc. there will be some aberration/fuzziness. Dirt in air degrades optics difficult to main-

tain spotless!! Easy to get a large screen, with rear projection  system or ceiling mount. Fan cooled, must be 

cooled off after use. QRM from lamp SMPS. 

 

5/  DLP Projection. Rotating coloured wheel & reflected pixel tile system. These give very bright pictures, 

also using expensive Xenon arc lamps of limited lifetime.   N.B. these lamps can explode. Main problem is 

the colour flicker due to the wheel, making reading text &  moving pictures quite eye aching. 

 Standard conversion to the screen format may produce poorer moving pictures  than expected. Also picture 

delay resulting in lip sync problem on some sources. 

 Susceptible to random pixel /addressing (stripe) failure. Also due to heat & UV failure of mirror tile block 

with age will occur. 

Due to optics focus etc. there will be some aberration/fuzziness. Less optics than a LCD, but dirt in air  

degrades optics difficult to maintain spotless!! 

Easy to get a large screen, with rear projection system or ceiling mount. Fan cooled, must be cooled off after 

use. QRM from lamp SMPS. 
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The broadcasters are still deciding what standard to adopt to give the best pictures, as each type  

of display ideally needs different production  system /technique to give its best! 

DEMO 

At the lecture, the BBC chaps had a SONY 30" 720 x 2000 pixel LCD that looked very good, but it pro-

duced a blue for back! They were able to show the same pictures that I originally saw 16ft x 9ft from a 

huge œ1M LCD RGB projection system 20 years ago, but not as clear on the Sony TV! Some of the early 

stuff  was made with a modified 1" vidicon camera producing 40MHz bandwidth per colour, this was an 

extreme a challenge for 4 linked up digital recorders at the time! 

Split picture comparisons of normal & HD were appreciated & showed the difference could be seen by 

many, but by no means all could see a difference. With a standard aerial installation they also tuned into 

the current London HD test & compared off air HD to off air normal free view. 

COMPRESSION 

TV starts out at the camera at a HD studio camera at an amazing 1.2Giga B/S, but it is compressed down 

& broadcast at only 19MB/S, normal widescreen TV is between 10MB/S to as low as 1 MB/S on some 

channels! Which is why it is often full of annoying MPEG artifacts. 

Better compression systems are around, but to compress at all, will always produce some artifacts when 

doing something unusual with the picture. e.g. cross fade or shake camera, need 25/50 new frames per 

second, not the 1 or 2 digital give you! 

Most channels (except BBC1) use a shared statistical multiplexer, this allows for more channels most of 

the time, but with the odd few seconds where there is not enough bandwidth to cope with demand & a 

channel picture will then freeze awaiting some spectrum to become available for an new I frame for ex-

ample. This is nothing to do with errors! 

SPECTRUM 

When the UK analogue TV is switched off in 2012, the spectrum freed up will not be available for 

HDTV! The broadcasters are expect to cope with what they have & encourage more/better compression 

(new Set Top Boxes needed for everyone?),or to buy back commercial spectrum for HDTV. 

73 de John G8MNY  

 

This information is from the UK, but it equally applies to South Africa. 

 If you don’t want to buy a set top Black box, which will convert from Digital signal back to Analogue to 

allow you to carry on watching on your old Analogue TV. Then a brand new Flat screen Digital TV is the 

thing for you. 

Your choices will be Full HD or HD ready and do you buy a LCD or Plasma screen? 

In a previous issue of  FEEDBACK I told you the difference between Full HD & HD ready. With the 

above  information you should be able to chose the correct screen type to suit your requirements. 

   END 
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APOLOGY 

I have to admit that I 

made a Boo, Boo in 

the April Magazine, 

for which I apologize.  

In the process of  re-

making the back page, 

I failed to notice that 

some of the commit-

tee’s Email addresses 

got scrambled. 

They had now been 

corrected. Sorry about 

that. - Ouch! 

PRINTING OF AMATEUR RADIO  

LICENCES EXPECTED TO RESUME SOON  
  

Earlier this year ICASA suspended the printing of  

licenses on plain paper as some fraudulent licences were 

printed outside ICASA.  

ICASA Management has ordered special paper with  security 

water markings to ensure that any fraudulently printed li-

cences can be easily identified. The supply of the special secu-

rity encoded paper is expected in the next two weeks, when all 

outstanding licenses will be printed and sent out.  

ICASA assures all radio amateurs who have passed the RAE 

and who have been issued with callsigns that they can operate 

even if they do not have the printed license. 

Ivan ZS2ILN 

 



MAY       

 1 ZR2AW Aloma Basson Nick ZS2NB  

 23 ZS2AP Fred Pike   

 25  Jacqui Hundling Chris ZS2CH  

 31  Bronwyn Seddon Richard ZS2CLI  
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MAY 9 ZS2ABF Peter & Kay Tottle 

 10 ZS2FOX Guy & Renee' Middleton 

Chairman’s 
Chirp 

 
Well, another month has 
passed us by and with it 
all the Public Holidays 

which, while being nice for  time off work, 
can be very disruptive at the same time.   
I was fortunate to have been on two 
week’s leave and then followed that up 
with Voting day and  ANOTHER two day’s leave to travel and attend the SARL AGM. 
 

Ivan, Henry, Fred and myself left EL at 04:00 on Friday morning  
and, after many stops for coffee, food and nature calls, arrived in 

Cape Town at 16:45.  We were met at our hotel by Richard Keet, (Ex 
East London Ham) who had kindly arranged accommodation for the four of us.  Just 
time for a cold refreshment, shower, clothing change and then off to a Spit Braai at 
a venue in Bellville.  Good food and entertainment for the evening, a Magician, who 
by the way hard as he tried, couldn’t get Fred to disappear!  Four weary souls left 
and dropped into bed for some sleep before attending the AGM bright and early the 
next day. 
 
Saturday morning dawned gloomy, drizzly and misty (Never saw the mountain 
again the rest of the weekend).  Off we went after a hearty breakfast and registered 
for the meeting with proxies in hand.  What a good turnout and a feather in the ZS2 
division’s cap in that we had the second best turnout (including proxies) percentage-wise behind 
the ZS1 division.  The meeting went off well and I am sure many of the readers followed the start of 
proceedings on 40m, Echolink or streaming audio.  Saturday evening followed with a meal and the   
handing out of awards at the Oakdale Club. 
 
Now comes the amusing part – after all our “down to the last minute” planning to leave at 08:00 
Sunday morning back for home, Ivan and I overslept, only waking up at 07:45.  Anyway, no     
problem and we left at about 09:00, arriving back in EL at 21:30 on Sunday evening.                   
Thank  goodness for Monday being another Public Holiday.  Thanks to Ivan for his safe driving and 
the other clowns in the car in making a very long drive pass by so quickly. 
 
My thanks to the organisers of the whole AGM weekend, which was shared between the Cape 
Town, Boland and Oakdale Amateur Radio Clubs.  Also best wishes to the new SARL Council, 
may they achieve all they plan to for their new term in office. 
 
Anthony - ZS2BQ 
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Dr Luis Amaral of the State Veterinary Service gave us an interesting talk about his animal Darting experi-

ences. Luis is an Embryologist and has just returned from a trip to Argentina where he tracked, darted  and 

monitored animals in the wild.  Below are some photographs of  Luis and his equipment.  

Beware he looks as if he could be ”Dangerous” if cornered. Phil say’s it’s the best  presentation he has 

heard in a long time. The BRC send their thanks to Dr Luis Amaral for an interesting evening. 

 

Transmitter -150.120 Mhz       Box of assorted darts                   Receiver 

Now here this. 

My Name is Luis 
If you don’t pay  

attention , 

GET OUT 

If you  

give  trouble, 

then I give 

trouble 

I can even,  easily 

Shoot you ALL 

Watch  it 

Luis ! 

it’s not  so 

easy 

I’ll also help 

you Ivan 

THE STORY OF LUIS Now “Tongue in Cheek” 
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Fred ZS2AP                        Ivan ZS2ILN 

Henry ZS2AHL 

Anthony   ZS2BQ 

Richard  ZS1ZA 

Beams of the Oakdale Radio Club - Cape Town  

SARL AWARDS 

AT THE SARL  AGM 2009 

As you can see above,  Henry, Ivan, Fred and Anthony attended this years 

SARL AGM in Cape Town. 

The journey by car was long and tiring, but they said, it was well worth it and  

they enjoyed it all (even eat and drank it all also). They will give feedback at 

the next club meeting.  

The food, entertainment, accommodation  and hospitality was of the greatest.  

The Border Radio Club send all in Cape Town, our best wishes and thanks to  

you for looking after our boys from the Eastern Cape.  

Ivan driving home ,  

but not alone 



TREASURER 

 Nico Cloete - ZS2NC 

H - 043 7210443 

W - N/A 

C- 083 - 7621904       

nicoc@ananzi.co.za 

Note: The Editor nor any club member shall be held liable for errors and/or omissions in any      

article and/or drawing contained in this newsletter. Furthermore, any view expressed is not        

necessarily that of the Editor, any committee member or other members of the Club. 

If  copyright is infringed,  it is not intentional but, is published as a  free service to Amateur Radio 

operators and friends and is not for profit or gain. 

The Border Radio Club holds monthly General Meetings every third Tuesday of the month at The 

Gatehouse, Eskom’s Sunilaws Office Park, Quenera Drive, Beacon Bay at 19:30 for 19:45.  

Anyone is welcome to attend.  

The Club can be contacted via e-mail at ivan3@telkomsa.net. 

Listen to our Sunday bulletin at 07:45 on 145. 650 Mhz. FM Local, and relays on 145. 675 Mhz. 

FM, 3.575 Mhz. FM and 7. 074 Mhz LSB. 

 HON. LIFE MEMBERS 
ZS2BV  Trevor Foxcroft  

 

 

 

 

ZS2KW  Ken  Wood 

CHAIRMAN 

Anthony Forteath - ZS2BQ 

H - 043 7411686 

W - 043 7032032 

C - 0837758880 

anthony.forteath@eskom.co.za 

 

SECRETARY 

Ivan Newman - ZS2ILN 

H  - 043 7269013 

W - 7021151 

C - 0828258512 

newmanil@telkom.co.za 

 

 MEMBER 

Phil Sorensen - ZS2NP     

H - 043 7261689    

W - N/A 

C - 0727244923         

 philzs2np@absamail.co.za        

 

 MEMBER 

Fred Pike - ZS2AP 

H - 043 -7270744     

W - 0823741265      

C -  0823741265  

alfredp@telkomsa.net 

BRC COMMITTEE 

FEEDBACK EDITOR  
ZS2ABF Peter Tottle 

Please send your magazine  

contributions to:- 

zs2abf@vodamail.co.za 

Phone: 04 3 7452716 

Cell: 0835458568 
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